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AOptix Technologies, a laser
communication systems
provider, has closed an $18m
Series B round of financing, co-
led by Lehman Brothers and 3i.
The round also included partic-
ipation from existing investors
Kleiner Perkins Caufield &
Byers and Clearstone Venture
Partners. As part of the financ-
ing, Brian Paul of Lehman
Brothers and David Aslin of 3i
have joined AOptix’s Board of
Directors. AOptix’s Lasercom
systems are built upon an
entirely new and radically dif-
ferent core technology called
Adaptive Optics (AO). By com-
bining wavefront sensors,
deformable mirrors, extremely
narrow light beams and preci-
sion beam tracking, AO dynam-
ically corrects signal distortions
caused by turbulent air and
office windows. In addition,
AO makes it possible to create
an all-optical Lasercom system
without traditional optical-to-
electrical conversions.
Adaptive
Optics
Agilent is to close its Ipswich,
UK fiber-optic component fab
(cost $20m, completed in
2002) by month end, with a
loss of 200 jobs. It retains 50
R&D and marketing staff in a
smaller facility. Production of
DFB lasers and photo detectors
moves to the new $92m facility
in Yishun, Singapore, which
opened in February and manu-
factures opto couplers, stan-
dard-brightness LEDs, and IR
emitters. Agilent has also
moved its entire VCSEL compo-
nent manufacturing to
Singapore, leaving Lumileds as
its only device manufacturer in
the US and its major European
site as the Turin 40,000ft2 R&D
facility acquired in 2000.
Agilent
shifts sites
Bookham Technology contin-
ues it growth by acquisition in
its latest purchase of Cierra
Photonics.
In September ‘02 Bookham and
Cierra formed a mutual associa-
tion on functionality for WDM
products. In March, Cierra
launched  Advanced Energetic
Deposition III technology, a
combination of leading factory
automation and advanced
robotics, to lower costs and
raise yield in thin-film filters
and other fibre optic devices.
The acquisition sees Cierra
issued with 3m new ‘O’ shares
in Bookham Technology. On a
closing price of Bookham ‘O’
shares on July 3, 2003, the
acquisition is valued at some
£2.25m. Subject to specific
sales over the next two years,
a potential further 4.2m ‘O’
shares in Bookham could be
issued to Cierra. “This acquisi-
tion, though small in scale,
underscores our commitment
to expand our position,” says
Bookham’s  president and CEO
Giorgio Anania.
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FSUS Airforce  contract Sensors Unlimited Inc, working onInGaAs technology, has received a
US Air Force contract for the first
phase of a 33-month programme to
develop a high frame rate, high
bandwidth, low noise, focal plane
array and camera for active tracking,
wave front sensing, laser ranging,
imaging, and scoring.
UV sterilises
American inventor Jon Roberts has
developed a sterilising gadget for
telephone handsets, aimed at coun-
teracting SARS. The phone’s cradle
houses two small lamps beaming UV
light onto the handset killing viruses
and bacteria.
Chip channels colours
Photonic crystals that form integrated
optics chips have regularly spaced
gaps that block certain wavelengths
of light. Boundaries between material
bend light. Adding intentional
defects, or areas without gaps,
means photonic crystals channel light
through very small areas.  But it has
been difficult to make crystals  effec-
tively handle several wavelengths, or
colours of light. Now Kyoto University
researchers have a miniature proto-
type add/drop mux that contains
seven photonic crystals with propor-
tionally smaller gaps. Devices  could
appear in 2-5 years, say researchers.
Swiss wavesplitter
Swiss Federal Institute Technology
researchers have designed a pho-
tonic crystal mux that splits a light-
wave into two slightly different
colours. The T-shaped mux has an
input and a pair of output channels.
Input has no holes, outputs have
different size holes. The mux fits in
smaller than previous photonic crys-
tal designs and is many times small-
er than today’s fiber-optic devices. 
Kopin Corp has been awarded
a defence contract for produc-
tion of display systems that will
help soldiers ‘see’ in total dark-
ness, adverse weather, battle
field smoke and dust. The con-
tract was awarded because the
CyberDisplay 640M microdis-
play system met aggressive
weight, battery life and reliabili-
ty targets. Kopin will supply
Raytheon Company with
microdisplay systems based on
the industrial grade Cyber -
Display 640M.A rugged active
matrix liquid crystal display, it
will operate as the IR viewing
device on Raytheon’s Light
Thermal Weapon Sight
designed for U.S.Army- and
Marine-issued M-16 and M-4
rifles.Technology research firm
Maxtech International esti-
mates that the US market for
infrared imaging devices will
exceed $2bn by 2004.
Contract for display
A system to measure the
amount of light delivered by
fibre optic cables has been
developed by the US National
Institute of Standards &
Technology, which designed
the optical detector. Included
is an optical multimeter,
designed by ILX Lightwave,
that measures light emitted
from a fiber over a wide range
of wavelengths.
There are two versions of the
detector, one using silicon-
based sensors, the other using
germanium-based sensors.
The sensors connect directly
to an optical fiber without any
additional optics and with
barely measurable light loss.
Measurement uncertainty is
half that of previous optical
fiber power detectors.
According to NIST engineer
John Lehman, independent
measurements of the detector’s
performance by NIST and its
German counterpart, PTB
(Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt), are in “excellent
agreement.” Another compari-
son will be made this summer
with NIST’s British counter-
part, the National Physical
Laboratory. The new systems
are now with military calibra-
tion centers where they will be
used to annually check the
accuracy of optical fibre power
systems used in the field.
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